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The Blessed Hope! 

 “Looking for that blessed hope, and the glorious appearing of the 
great God and our Saviour Jesus Christ;” –(Titus 2:13) 

 

Diamond & Nugget #208 

 

Pope Francis Chooses 21 New Cardinals – Globalist Leader of 
Catholics Wants His Successor to Keep Church in the Controversial 
‘Progressive’ Path He Chose 
 

 
 
Globalist Pope Francis doesn’t have much time left on this Earth. But before he 
passes away, and he wants to make sure that he leaves behind a Catholic Church 
aligned with his ‘peculiar’ view of the millenary institution. 
 
For that, he has been ‘packing’ the college of Cardinals with like-minded clerics 
so that the body that will tasked with choosing the next occupant of Saint Peter’s 
throne has been re-made in his theological image.  The implications are obvious! 
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Francis will turn 87 in December. He moves around using a wheelchair and a cane 
and has undergone several operations, but he still keeps a busy schedule. 
 
Now, Pope Francis further cemented his legacy, elevating 21 prelates to the high 
rank of cardinal and raising the percentage of Cardinal-electors chosen by him. 
 
Reuters reported: 
“At a ceremony in St. Peter’s Square known as a consistory, Francis ‘created’ 21 
new cardinals, the red-hatted ‘princes of the Church’ who are his closest advisers 
at the Vatican and around the world. 
 
There are now 137 cardinal electors, about 73 percent of them chosen by Francis. 
This increases – but does not guarantee – the possibility that the next pope will 
share his vision of a more progressive, inclusive Church. 
 
Eighteen of the 21 are under the age of 80 and thus eligible under Church law to 
enter a secret conclave to elect the next pope after Francis’ death or resignation. 
They are known as cardinal electors. The three 80 or over were given the honor 
because of their long service to the Church.” 
 
The newly appointed cardinals come from the U.S., France, Italy, Argentina, 
Switzerland, South Africa, Spain, Colombia, South Sudan, Hong Kong, Poland, 
Malaysia, Tanzania, Venezuela, and Portugal. 
 
“‘Diversity is necessary; it is indispensable’ Francis said in his homily at the 
service, during which each new cardinal received a ring of office and the red, 
three-blade hat known as a ‘biretta’.” 
 
On October 4, Francis will open a month-long major meeting in the Vatican, 
known as a synod that is expected to chart the Church’s future. 
 
In a two-year preparation for the synod, Catholics around the world were asked 
about their vision for the future of the Church. 
 
The consultations were meant ‘to change the Church’s power dynamics’ and 
‘give a greater voice to lay Catholics’. 
 
But Francis’ Conservatives critics say the process has been a waste of time, and 
worse – may erode the hierarchical structure of the Church and, in the long run, 
could dilute traditional doctrine. 
 
New York Post reported: 
“In his instructions to the new cardinals, Pope Francis said their variety and 
geographic diversity would serve the church like musicians in an orchestra, who 
sometimes play solos while performing as part of an ensemble other times. 

https://www.reuters.com/world/europe/pope-francis-cements-legacy-stamps-church-future-with-new-cardinals-2023-09-30/
https://nypost.com/2023/09/30/pope-francis-appoints-21-new-cardinals-including-1-american/
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‘Diversity is necessary; it is indispensable. However, each sound must contribute 
to the common design’, he said. “This is why mutual listening is essential: each 
musician must listen to the others. 
 
Each new cardinal took an oath to obey the pope, remain faithful to Christ and 
serve the church. The pontiff reminded them that they were wearing red as a sign 
that they must be strong ‘even to the shedding of blood’ to spread the faith.” 
 
The ceremony was filled with controversy, as Victor Manuel Fernandez, appointed 
as the new head of the Vatican’s doctrine office is a hated figure in many circles, 
and his choice was met with outrage. 
 
“The man known as the ‘pope’s theologian’ admitted to making mistakes with his 
handling of a 2019 case regarding a priest accused of sexually abusing minors in 
Argentina, when he was a bishop there.” 
 
Two of the 21 new cardinals are themselves, Jesuits.     
 
This was Pope Francis’ ninth consistory since his election in March 2013. While 
the number of cardinal electors stands at 137 today, by the end of this year that 
number will have reduced to 132 as electors reach the age of 80. It will have 
reduced further to 119 by the end of 2024 by reason of age, opening the 
possibility for him to hold a tenth consistory then or soon after.  
 
It took nearly two millennia for the enemies of the Catholic Church to realize they 
could not successfully attack the Church from the outside. Indeed, countless 
nemeses from Nero to Napoleon succeeded only in creating sympathy and 
martyrs for the Catholic Faith. 
 
That all changed in the mid-19th century, when clandestine societies populated 
by Modernists and Marxists hatched a plan to subvert the Catholic Church from 
within. Their goal was to change her doctrine, her liturgy, and her mission.  
Needless to say, “they” have been successful.   
 
In a captivating and carefully documented book, Dr. Taylor Marshall pulled back 
the curtain on their nefarious plan, showing how these enemies of Christ 
strategically infiltrated the seminaries, then the priesthood, then the episcopacy, 
and eventually the cardinal-electors all with the eventual goal of electing one of 
their own as pope. 
 
You’ll come to see that the seemingly endless scandals plaguing the Church are 
not the result, as so many think, of cultural changes, or of Vatican II, but rather 
the natural consequences of an orchestrated demonic plot to destroy the Church. 
Dr. Taylor Marshall wrote the book ‘Infiltration’ in 2019 and reveals the demonic 
Jesuit plan to destroy the Roman Catholic Church.  Some of the major points 
include the following: 
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 How popes of the 1800s discovered a plot to infiltrate the Church. 

 How theologians suspected of being Modernists became Vatican 
powerbrokers. 

 How modifications in Catholic canon law enabled predator priests like 
Theodore McCarrick to stay in positions of power. 

 How Our Lady of La Salette gave a prophetic warning of the plot to infiltrate 
the Church. 

 How the chief architect of liturgical reforms was discovered to be a 
Freemason. 

 Archbishop Fulton Sheen’s role in exposing the Communist infiltration of 
the priesthood. 

 How the confusing history of the Third Secret of Fatima relates to the 
infiltration of the Catholic Church. 

 That Pope Paul VI explained that Vatican II was not infallible. 

 How Pope Paul VI revoked the voting rights of cardinals over 80, thus 
guaranteeing that all voting cardinals were appointed by him. 

 How the criteria for sainthood shifted from a person’s historical acts to his 
personal beliefs. 

 The complex roots of the St. Gallen Mafia and how they plotted to modify 
Catholic doctrine and elect Pope Francis. 

 
Much of the Roman Catholic Institution despise Pope Francis but like whoever 
runs the White House, there is not much anyone can do to remove the evil Pope 
Francis.  We are caught up in the throes that are about to bring on the famous 
Daniel 9:24 prophecy, as Pope Francis is aligned with Prince Charles and his 
“Sustainable Development” SDG’s and “Net Zero” carbon footprint.   
 
The Society of Jesus or the Jesuits worship Satan, and there is no way around 
that despite the veneer that they are an Order which was first suppressed in 1773 
The suppression of the ‘Society of Jesus’ was the removal of all members of the 
Jesuits from most of Western Europe and their respective colonies beginning in 
1759 along with the abolition of the order by the Holy See in 1773. 
 
Without going into the depth of the expulsion of Jesuits during the late 1700s and 
1800s, in very simple terms, they have a bone to pick with Moscow.  The coming 
war that has been building for almost 600 days in the Ukraine is being 
orchestrated as payback for being driven out of St. Petersburg and Moscow in 
1815, and then completely from the Russian nation in 1820, and the Jesuits see 
victory in their sight as the U.S. and NATO in largely Catholic Europe, and you 
can rest assured that Prince Charles, the Antichrist, has been supporting the goal 
to destroy Russia.  Vladimir Putin knows what he is facing and his patience must 
be wearing thin by now. 
 
Vladimir Putin's closest ally has threatened to unleash World War 3 on the West if 
UK sends troops on to Ukrainian soil. 
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Former Russian President Dmitry Medvedev said on Sunday that any Brit soldiers 
training soldiers inside Ukraine would be legitimate targets for Russian forces 
and "ruthlessly destroyed". 
 
The Kremlin mouthpiece's furious claims were made after British defense 
secretary Grant Shapps said he was considering deploying UK troops to train 
soldiers inside Ukraine.  That has gone over like a lead balloon with Putin! 
 
Medvedev is seen as Vlad’s 'yes man' and often makes blood curdling threats 
aimed at NATO states.  Now, the lap dog's latest chilling warning is that the 
West's actions are bringing the world to the brink of nuclear war. 
 
He directed his fury at Shapps who told ‘The Sunday Telegraph’ that he wants to 
"eventually" deploy military instructors to Ukraine in addition to training 
Ukrainian troops in Britain. 
 
In a post on Telegram, Medvedev fumed: "The number of leading idiots in NATO 
countries is growing. 
 
"One newly minted cretin - the British Minister of Defense - decided to transfer 
English training courses for Ukrainian soldiers to the territory of Ukraine itself.” 
 
"These idiots are actively pushing us towards a Third World War." 
 
He continued: "[This will] turn their instructors into a legal target for our armed 
forces." 
 
HAL TURNER posted on Sunday, October 1st that German Legislative Chairman 
Says "Yes" To Taurus Missiles for Ukraine.   
 
The Bundestag in Germany said that Ukraine will have the right to attack the 
territory of occupied Crimea with German-supplied, Taurus missiles. This was 
stated by the Chairman of the Defense Committee, Marie-Agnes Strack-
Zimmermann. 
 
Germany has not yet officially announced the transfer of Taurus missiles because 
the Russians have openly warned about this. 
 
The Taurus KEPD 350 is a Swedish-German air-launched cruise missile, 
manufactured by Taurus Systems and used by Germany, Spain, and South Korea. 
The missile incorporates stealth technology and has an official range in excess of 
500 km (300 mi).  It is powered by a turbofan engine at Mach 0.95 and can be 
carried by the Panavia Tornado, Eurofighter Typhoon, Saab JAS 39 
Gripen, McDonnell Douglas F/A-18 Hornet, and McDonnell Douglas F-15K Slam 
Eagle aircraft. 
 

https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/authors/author/HalTurner
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The dual stage 480-kilogram (1,100 lb.) warhead, called MEPHISTO (multi-effect 
penetrator highly sophisticated and target optimized), features a pre-charge and 
initial penetrating charge to clear soil or enter "hard and deeply buried targets" 
(HDBT) such as hardened underground bunkers, then a variable delay fuse to 
control detonation of the main warhead. 
 
The missile weighs about 1,400 kg (3,100 lb.) and has a maximum body diameter 
of 1 meter (3.3 ft.). Intended targets are hardened bunkers; command, control, 
and communications facilities; airfield and port facilities; ammunition storage 
facilities; ships in port or at sea; area target attack and bridges. 
 
The missile also includes countermeasures as a self-defense mechanism 
and electronic countermeasures. 
 
Mission planners program the missile with the target, air defense locations and 
planned ground path, then the missile uses a low terrain-hugging flight path 
guided by inertial navigation system (INS), image based navigation (IBN), terrain 
referenced navigation (TRN), and Global Positioning System (GPS) to the 
proximity of the target, although it is capable of navigating over very long 
distances without GPS support. 
 
Once there, the missile commences a bunt (climb) maneuver to an altitude 
intended to achieve the best probability of target acquisition and penetration. 
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During the cruise flight a high resolution thermographic camera (infrared homing) 
can support the navigation by using IBN and is also used for GPS-free target 
attack. The missile attempts to match a camera image with the planned 3D target 
model (Digital Scene Matching Area Correlator, DSMAC). If it cannot, it defaults to 
the other navigation systems, or, if there is a high risk of collateral damage, it will 
steer to a pre-designated crash point instead of risking an inaccurate attack with 
undesired consequences.  The Russian military will have no trouble identifying it 
once deployed against the Crimea or Russia itself.   
 
If Ukraine is given such missiles by Germany, nowhere on Crimea would be safe 
for Russians.  Likewise, Germany itself will risk attack on German soil and with 
what might turn into WW3.  The NATO Alliance escalation is always met with 
Russian response in kind.   
 
As I have said previously, this war is baked into the cake.  The west is convinced 
that it can destroy Russia and win; that might be a gross miscalculation, and this 
war will come to the rest of Europe, the UK, and the U.S. so our chances of going 
home soon may be sooner than the COP28 meeting times of November 30th 
through December 12th when the “confirmation with the many” is to take place.  
The budget standoff has led to some backdoor dealings between the Speaker of 
the House McCarthy and the White House/Pentagon.  Efforts on a 45 day stop gap 
funding deal would provide funds through the middle of November, and after 
November 15th is unchartered territory.  House Speaker McCarthy has promised 
the requested money for the Ukraine war.   It seems to me that the two months 
remaining before the COP28 meeting present signing of the covenant with the 
many are hinting of turbulence and exponential chaos.     
 
The insanity of Germany’s leadership is an invitation for Russian retaliation and 
anyone who thinks it can’t happen, needs to hear the bragging of Germany’s 
Foreign Minister.  Over the weekend, sparking multiple caustic responses, 
Germany’s Foreign Minister speculates about ‘taking Russian land and making it 
part of the EU'. This remark came on the heels of ‘The Economist’ decrying the 
need to expand Europe exponentially.   While the comment was met with not a 
small degree of vitriol from Russia, it was likely made for exactly that reason – to 
taunt Russia.   To attempt to arouse greater destruction of Ukraine in order to 
achieve what the West really wants:   genocide of Ukraine for American 
colonization – as evidenced by the fact that Ukraine’s flag is flown alongside the 
American Flag. 
 
For those of you unfamiliar with ‘The Economist’, it is the flag ship magazine of 
the House of Rothschild.  Its front cover always yields subtle predictions and 
events that occur from a few months to years in advance of their fulfillment.   
 
U.S. President Joe Biden has warned that the risk of a nuclear "Armageddon" is 
at its highest level for 60 years. 
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Mr. Biden (one of his doppelgangers) said that Russian President Vladimir Putin 
was "not joking" when he warned that Moscow would use "all means we have" to 
defend Russian territory. Mr. Putin has also said that the U.S. created a 
"precedent" by using nuclear weapons in World War Two. 
 
But analysts suggest Mr. Putin's words should probably be interpreted as a 
warning to other countries not to escalate their involvement in Ukraine, rather 
than signaling any desire to use nuclear weapons. 
 
Nuclear weapons have existed for almost 80 years and many countries see them 
as a deterrent that continues to guarantee their national security. 
 
How many nuclear weapons does Russia have? 
 
All figures for nuclear weapons are estimates but, according to the Federation of 
American Scientists, Russia has 5,977 nuclear warheads - the devices that trigger 
a nuclear explosion - though this includes about 1,500 that are retired and set to 
be dismantled. 
 
Of the remaining 4,500 or so, most are considered strategic nuclear weapons - 
ballistic missiles, or rockets, which can be targeted over long distances. These 
are the weapons usually associated with nuclear war. 
 
The rest are smaller, less destructive nuclear weapons for short-range use on 
battlefields or at sea. 
 
But this does not mean Russia has thousands of long-range nuclear weapons 
ready to go.  Experts estimate around 1,500 Russian warheads are currently 
"deployed", meaning located at missile and bomber bases or on submarines at 
sea. 
 
The nuclear bombs that the U.S. used in 1945 were small by comparison at 15-
kilotons.  Russia has weapons of up to 1,000-kilotons.   
 
It is the kind of stupid rhetoric that UK and German politicians that could lead to 
an accidental miss-calculation about an adversary that could result in an 
extinction level event.  One might conclude they are trying to provoke a global 
war from all the bluster talk bantered about.  Remember, it only will take a single 
nuclear missile to set off a chain of events from which there is no turning back. 
 
The only benefit perceived by a nuclear holocaust is that $310-trillion dollars of 
debt will be wiped out in what is building.  Every nation in the world is so deep in 
debt that the bean counters are naïve to believe it would solve their problem.   
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I always come back to Freemason Grand Master Albert Pike, who said that it 
would take three world wars to take over the world.  Keep in mind that the Jesuits 
infiltrated Freemasonry in the years following the French Revolution. 
 
Freemasonry was the initiator of French and American Revolutions, and until the 
18th century they were on the side of Light. Five years after the French 
Revolution they were infiltrated by the Jesuits.   
 
 

 
 
 
When James II made his flight from England he fled to France, where he was hospitably 
received by Louis XIV.  He took up his residence while in Paris at the Jesuitical College 
of Clermont. 
 
There, it is said, he first sought, with the assistance of the Jesuits, to establish a system 
of Masonry which should be employed by his partisans in their schemes for his 
restoration to the throne, After an unsuccessful invasion of Ireland he returned to 

France and repaired to St. Germain‑en‑Laye, a city about ten miles northwest of Paris, 

where he lived until the time of his death in 1701.  The Jesuits were instrumental in 
writing the rites and rituals of the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry.   
 
For centuries the Jesuits have perpetrated the idea that the Earth is flat, and they do so 
to foment discord.  They and Freemasons have been instrumental in establishing cults 
like the Mormons or LDS church, Jehovah Witnesses, the Millerites which led to the 
SDA or Seventh Day Adventist Church.  Their purpose is to sew doubt and confusion. 
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A number of people seem to actually believe the earth is flat, a view that a few NBA 
stars have voiced in the past.  Do we know the earth is round, and does it matter? 
 
The question matters because if the Bible and science both describe a spherical earth, 
then those who depart from these sources of knowledge stray from reality. Fortunately, 
both sources offer clear descriptions of the real, round earth. 
 
Isaiah 40:22 cites “the circle of the earth,” and Proverbs 8:27 also references the 
earth’s circularity. These match a ball-shaped earth. 
 
One flat Earth proponent tried to persuade folks that Psalm 104:5, which says Earth’s 
foundations “should not be moved,” means that Earth cannot spin like a classroom 
globe because spinning is a type of movement. The Hebrew verb here for “moved” is 
môt, meaning to be shaken, moved, or overthrown. A bicycle frame holds its wheels so 
they will not shake back and forth, move from their mounts, or get thrown from the 
frame—yet the wheels spin. This verse does not teach an utterly rigid earth. If it did, 
then we would have to deny earthquakes, hundreds of parallax measurements, and 
Scriptures like Job 9:6! Instead, it simply describes a stable earth. Earth’s gyroscopic 
motion gives it the very stability that Psalm 104:5 teaches. 
 
Millions of pictures and videos of Earth’s rounded surface have been taken from space 
since the 1960s, with dozens posted almost daily from the International Space Station.  
 
Observations from God’s world match descriptions in God’s Word about a spherical 
earth. First, Earth as a giant ball explains why the tops of distant mountains or tall 
buildings come into view first as one approaches them. A rotating earth explains 
prevailing winds, too. For example, the prevailing westerlies lengthen airplane flight 
times when flying westward across the U.S. 
 
Also, a spherical earth explains the curved shape of Earth’s shadow as it crawls across 
the moon during a lunar eclipse—no matter the moon’s place in the sky. Fourth, no 
place on a flat-disk earth would conceal the North Star, which in actuality becomes 
invisible from the Southern Hemisphere. For that matter, one notices a shift in star 
positions when traveling north or south, which also confirms a spherical earth. 
 
Flat Earth arguments fall flat in the face of forceful biblical and scientific evidence for 
Earth’s roundness. 
 
It is incomprehensible that people believe such nonsense but nonetheless, the Jesuits 
who operate more astronomy telescopes than any single institution in the world can lie 
with a straight face spinning their lies about a flat earth.  But we should not be surprised 
as my wife says that she sees people at the stores in our county wearing masks for the 
dreaded Covid. One of my VA home health care specialists called today to confirm her 
visit on Tuesday and she asked my wife if there was any one in the house with Covid?    
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David Rockefeller, former CEO of the Council on Foreign Relations, and former 
CEO of Chase Bank. 
 
Head of the Snake 
 
The Deep State is a swamp filled with beasts. 
 
The Council on Foreign Relations (CFR) is the “Head of the Snake.” 
 
How do we know? 
1. ‘The American Deep State’, a book by Dr. Peter Dale Scott, Professor Emeritus 
at UC Berkeley. This iconic book represents decades of research by Dr. Scott, 
showing the underbelly of corruption that makes up American Politics. The 
Council of Foreign Relations is mentioned frequently. 
 
2. In 2008, Barack Obama received the names of his entire future cabinet, one 
month prior to election day, by CFR Senior Fellow (and Citigroup banker) Michael 
Froman, as a Wikileaks email later revealed.  Consequently, the key posts in 
Obama’s cabinet were filled almost exclusively by CFR members, as was the case 
for most cabinets since World War II.  Here is a list of CFR members filling most 
of the cabinet posts: 
 
https://swprs.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/cfr-administration-members-1900-
2014.pdf 
 
3. Hillary Clinton admits that she gets her orders from the CFR (2009): 

https://substack.com/redirect/07b75ec2-ec62-4c4a-9490-9d3ad36205f9?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
https://substack.com/redirect/07b75ec2-ec62-4c4a-9490-9d3ad36205f9?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
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“…but it's good to have an outpost of the Council right here down the street from 
the State Department. We get a lot of advice from the Council, so this will mean I 
won't have as far to go to be told what we should be doing and how we should 
think about the future.” 
https://www.realclearpolitics.com/articles/2009/07/15/clinton_speech_transcript_c
ouncil_foreign_relations_97491.html 
/ 
4. Who are some of the famous names at CFR? 
https://www.cfr.org/membership/roster 
Bill and Hillary Clinton 
Dick Cheney 
William Burns (CIA Director) 
Henry Kissinger 
David Rockefeller Jr. 
John D. Rockefeller IV 
Nicholas Rockefeller 
Sharon P. Rockefeller 
Steven C. Rockefeller 
Susan Cohn Rockefeller 
Valerie Rockefeller 
etc. 
 
 

You can’t make this up even if you tried.  This is proof-positive the 
Covid Scam was planned two decades ago and they used ‘Predictive 
Programming’ to tell us what they were going to do! 
Watch this and have your mind blown. 
https://twitter.com/MAVERIC68078049/status/1705631832996499735 
 
They knew these vaccines would destroy the immune system of the vaccinated & 
change their DNA over 20 years ago. Whoever wrote the script for this episode of 
The X-Files has to be a time traveler or a senior deep state operative who 
revealed their entire plan.  The elite of Freemasonry are known for their 
“Predictive Programming” and telling their plans in advance.  The X-Files are 
another example of how they tell you what they are going to do you!  
 
This has all the earmarks of the usual perpetrators of the Illuminati, requiring 
multiple groups working together in compartmentalized fashion yet in harmony to 
pull off a state-sanctioned mass murder at the highest levels of the government-
military-intelligence-health-corporate complex.  In many ways it clearly resembles 
all the aspects of the 9/11 crimes attacking the WTC and the Pentagon.   
 
Following the well-known guide of “following the money!” all we need to do is 
apply the summation test of “means, motive, and opportunity” (MMO) of the three 
aspects of a crime that must be established before a defendant can be found 

https://substack.com/redirect/85fe55b0-c8e6-4801-846a-1eec79d2a6b1?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
https://substack.com/redirect/85fe55b0-c8e6-4801-846a-1eec79d2a6b1?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
https://substack.com/redirect/cca0a51f-83a5-43f5-98c2-f68f1399c882?j=eyJ1IjoieDZyOSJ9.sswljKDjPxrsPYs0E0Pz_uAed0xJe9oJb8KqvZtxsw4
https://twitter.com/MAVERIC68078049/status/1705631832996499735
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guilty of a crime. Means refers to the ability to commit the crime, motive refers to 
the reason to do it, and opportunity refers to the chance to carry it out.  
 
 

They Wanted 
Us Dead or 
Disabled! 

Edward Dowd’s Data Proves Millions Died From the Vaxxes 
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We are all in one way or another victims of a global war on humanity; whether 
you know this or not, the evidence of the past four years has confirmed that all 
governments around the world colluded to reduce their population as far back as 
1992 in order that they would be ‘Net Zero’ carbon footprint compliant with Prince 
Charles, the Biblical Antichrist of Revelation 13.   We are the carbon to which old 
“sausage fingers” was referring to and the Spirit of the Antichrist -(1st John 4:3) 
has become a reality like nothing known to humanity. 
 

In the past 150 years, the US Money Supply has only contracted five 
(5) times; and they were Recessions and the Great Depression.  It is 
happening again. 
Two U.S. money supply metrics that investors tend to pay close attention to are 
M1 and M2. The former accounts for the cash and coins in circulation, as well as 
the demand deposits within an individual's checking account. Meanwhile, M2 
factors in everything in M1 and adds money market accounts, savings accounts, 
and certificates of deposit (CDs) below $100,000. The main difference is that M2 
factors in cash that takes a little extra work to get your hands on. 
 
For as far back as the eye can see, M2 has been climbing. Since the U.S. 
economy steadily grows over the long run, it's only natural that more cash/capital 
is needed to facilitate transactions. In fact, M2 rising is so common that some 
economists may not even be paying attention to it as a monthly reported 
datapoint. 
 
But in the rare event that M2 meaningfully declines, pay attention! 
 
Back in March, Reventure Consulting CEO Nick Gerli posted what you see below 
on X, the social media platform formerly known as Twitter. It highlights M2 money 
supply growth and contraction dating back to 1870 using data supplied by the St. 
Louis Federal Reserve and the U.S. Census Bureau. 
 
Over the past 153 years, there have only been five instances where M2 has 
declined by at least 2% on a year-over-year basis: the 1870s, 1893, 1921, 1931-
1933, and 2023. In order, these instances resulted in a depression, panic, 
depression, Great Depression, and (insert your best guess here). In the previous 
four instances, it was an ominous sign for Wall Street. 
 
As of July 2023, M2 money supply was 3.69% below the all-time high recorded in 
July 2022.  This marks the first time since the Great Depression that we've 
witnessed a meaningful decline in U.S. money supply. 
 
Furthermore, multiple rounds of fiscal stimulus during the COVID-19 pandemic 
led M2 money supply to catapult higher by 26% on a year-over-year basis. It's 
always possible that the decline we're witnessing now of 3.69% represents 
nothing more than a return to some sort of mean after a historic expansion of M2. 
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However, history has been unkind to meaningful M2 money supply declines. With 
the core inflation rate more than double the Fed's long-term target of 2%, less 
capital in circulation would more than likely lead to a deflationary recession. 
 
I am not speculating, but a CRASH IS ON OUR DOORSTEP!  It is worse than 
anyone of you can imagine!   
 
That being said, I still have faith in the Blessed Hope and that God will make good 
on his promise to honor our patience of Revelation 3:10. “Because thou hast kept 
the word of my patience, I also will keep thee from the hour of temptation, which 
shall come upon all the world, to try them that dwell upon the earth.”  
 

COP28 November 30
th

 as of 10/5/23 – 57 Days 
Days to end COP28 December 12

th
 as of 10/5/23 – 69 days 

 
Praise God! 

 
Blessings in the Precious Name of Jesus Christ, Lord of lords, and King of kings! 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com  
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